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About This Game

All vehicles in the screenshots are creations made by the community. This vehicle sandbox has a steep learning curve so
keep in mind that it will take time to learn how to perfect your vehicle. If you're looking for a builder that will

challenge your creativity and allow you to build almost anything you can imagine then this is the sandbox for you. Now
let's look at what you can expect:

CURRENT FEATURES

SANDBOX BUILDING
You are the creator and you have the power. You can set up controls for all kinds of input devices, there’s no size or part
limit and all parts are highly tweakable.

PHYSICS
In addition to land vehicle physics the game has aerodynamics and water dynamics with waves in place so that you can
test your creations to the extreme.

PARTS
Whether you’re working on a car, a plane, a boat or anything else, Homebrew has a ton of parts including engines,
motors, wheels, lights, wings, pontoons, detachers, transmissions, weapons and more.
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LOGIC PARTS
Take building to the next level and combine usual parts with logic components to build autopilot vehicles, stabilizing
systems, transforming vehicles, robotic arms and more. Your imagination is the limit.

WORLD
Explore the world of Homebrew and test your creations on one of the many islands. The world has a dynamic day and
night cycle, a weather system and is large enough to test any type of vehicle including boats, supersonic planes, cars and
more.

MULTIPLAYER
Play online and battle with your friends in the multiplayer.

AN AWESOME COMMUNITY
Whether you’re looking for help, someone to play with or simply want to chat you’re always welcome to join us on
Steam or our DISCORD CHANNEL.

PLANNED CHANGES
We're constantly working on things like better vehicle sharing, bug fixing and an improved overall experience. If you have

suggestions feel free to share them with us!
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Title: Homebrew - Patent Unknown
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Copybugpaste
Publisher:
Copybugpaste
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows 7 (latest SP) 64-bit

Processor: Intel i5 @ 3.0 GHz or higher (or AMD equivalent)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 550 (1GB) or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Additional Notes: We recommend a stable connection for multiplayer.

English
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Homebrew World update v2:
Hill climb challenge coming up!

Expected in the next update.

We'll keep our eyes open on Steam, DISCORD[discord.gg] and our other channels as usual!

DREAM - BUILD - ENJOY

Copybugpaste Team

Version 15.0 - 636640833103501554. Homebrew World update v1:
A brand new speed boat race track now available!
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We'll keep our eyes open on Steam, DISCORD[discord.gg] and our other channels as usual!

DREAM - BUILD - ENJOY

Copybugpaste Team

Version 15.0 - 636636397966259824. [28-10-2016] New Update : New parts, bug fixes, and more!:

From the team. [04-11-2016] Hotfixes:

From the team. Steam Workshop Update, Change Log & Release Date!:

Release Date. [24-08-2016]New update: physics changes, new parts and more!:

From the team. Upcoming update #3: Water physics, outboard motor and water propeller:
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From the team. [Patch Notes HB14] New parts and bug fixes #1:
Now that HB14 has been released and the game is fully in alpha stage we can start releasing updates on a more regular basis.
We'd like to thank all of you guys for posting screenshots of your new creations and helping us finding bugs that should be
fixed. Below you can find a summary of the things that are fixed with the new updated build:

WASD issue has been resolved: those of you who haven't changed their keybinds so far please make sure to delete this
file: c:\users\(your username)\appdata\locallow\copybugpaste\homebrew14\KeybindSettingsPreset\Default.xml. If you
have changed these ones, there's no need for you to delete the file.

Doing this will reset your keybinds and insure that the game can set the correct default ones.

The power factor for rocket engines has been fixed and set to max. 3

V-sync has been moved in settings menu to general settings

In the property menu the part name has been moved up

New wheel has been added

Minor terrain improvements (annoying bumps)

Wheel offset has been fixed

Recalibrated Time Of Day

Fixed SHIFT WELD for directional plates

Added in flamethrower particle effect

Added brake flap (aka air brake)

Added a small wing

Added a new ramjet engine
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There are some people who've been experiencing crashes on start up, this is high on our priority list and we'll be releasing
updates in the coming days that will address this and other issues. In the meantime we advise you to read this thread and see if it
helps.

Cheers!

Copybugpaste Team. [20-8-2018] New Parts, and fixes!:

We'd like to introduce you to two new parts, the Nassin I4, a beautiful Inline-4 that's got quite the power for it's age, and the 
Rumbler V8 a lovely V8 engine that delivers when you need that torque!

These are meant to cut the gap between the engines we currently have, Homebrew finally has a nice collection of all around
engines now.

We'd like to thank RhoSigma for designing and creating the models.

Were you ever in need of a good all-around wheelchair, that has enough torque to carry a Truck 5 times it's size? Now you can!
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What about a nice little engine for your regular car builds? We've got you fam ��

We're also bringing back Server-Props! We're currently building a couple of settings with some nice spots for the official
servers, so keep an eye out for those online!

Fixes
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